Abstract: In the paper an algorithm for an automatic recognition of the structure of mathematical formulae saved in a graphical form has been presented. The described method is based on 2D graph grammars, although the other approaches were mentioned. Moreover, the heuristic rules used during the simplification of the initial data structure, the example graph grammar rules, the priority system used within the production of the rules, and the test application that allows the step-by-step analysis of an entire recognition process, were discussed.
Introduction
The documents containing the complex mathematical notation are published in many different formats, including hard-copy books, pdf files, web pages, L A T E X source or dvi files. But the most of them are in fact printed books and web pages with mathematical equations embedded as a simple graphics.
This situation makes maths documents very hard to be indexable, published and searchable over the Internet and in the multimedia. So, the new method of an automatic acquisition, detection and analysis of the structure of the math notation saved as a graphics make these goals more attainable.
The problem concerns printed publications converted to translate them into an electronic version, as well as web pages and other multimedia documents (i.e. pdf files) processed to make them searchable and indexable. The majority of educational and scientific publications in the Internet contains math equations embedded in graphical formats (mostly GIF), and these forms are useless for further transformation as a semantic part of the document. The MathML standard based on XML did not earn enough interest from the users due to a lack of authoring tools and incompatibility with the de-facto standard -L A T E X.
The possibility of the presentation of a semantic level of math documents to visually impaired audience becomes essential in the context of applications stated above. This semantic layer can be described in math Braille or spelled by a specialised software [1] after the successful recognition of the equation structure from a graphic file. The results of the recognition are usually given in an easy to translate notation similar to L A T E X or mentioned above MathML.
The math notation is an example of a visual language, i.e. a language that uses pictures to provide a communication. The visual language can be defined as a set of diagrams considered as correct expressions. The spatial relations between particular symbols in diagrams define the syntax and semantics of the language.
The analysis of the structure of the math notation saved in a graphic form is not trivial due to many, often traditional, notation rules. The key information needed for the proper interpretation is denoted by the relative placement of symbols, for example a superscript for power, vertical grouping separated by a horizontal line for fractions or a symbol in the left upper corner from a radical sign for a degree of the root.
The most of authors of the previous publications in this area focus on the structural recognition. The initial pre-processing of a graphics, a segmentation and an optical character recognition of letters and digits are well documented and the practical results obtained in these areas are at least satisfying.
The survey of modern methods of the structural math expressions recognition was presented in [9] [10] . This review proved relatively high efficiency of algorithms based on graph grammars and tree transformations. The greatest identified challenge in these methods is to compute a transformation from the graph containing all the spatial relations between symbols in the expression into a single final node with a result in textdescription language. However, the construction of the initial graph is also a complex task.
The graph-rewriting methods appear to be the most efficient and do not require too many simplifications. The increase of their efficiency can be achieved by the optimization of the initial graph, the error correction based on template database, and also by introducing additional heuristic rules which reduce the amount of the processed data.
The paper is divided into several sections. In Section 2. the general application of graph grammars in the recognition process was described. This section also contains some examples of implementations and common problems. The main Section 3. deals with the proposed algorithm for the structural analysis of mathematical equations. The first subsection contains a description of the data structure used by the algorithm and its levels. The second subsection introduces methods for the identification and optimization of the connection network during the recognition process by the use of heuristic rules. The main loop of the algorithm applying grammar rules continuously to the subsets of an initial data structure including priority levels is described in the following subsections. The Windows application which allows to test the entire recognition process is presented in the end of Section 3. It is worthy to be mentioned, that the test application is based on a modular project which utilizes XML files with grammar definition easy to modify and has also got some novel features as an export to the math Braille language. Conclusions of the paper shows the results of experiments that have proven the efficiency of the algorithm and lists possible practical applications as well as its future developments.
The Application of a Graph Grammar in the Recognition of Mathematical Equations
The general approach to the recognition of math equations using graph grammars was described in [4] . Graph grammars are a formalism widely used for processing and creating graphs. A graph grammar is defined by the initial graph and a set of production rules. Each of the rules express the way to exchange a matching subgraph into another, usually smaller one (in particular even a single-noded graph). During the recognition of math expressions the initial graph contains a set of all recognized symbols and the desired final graph should contain only one node with the textual representation of the recognized equation.
This general approach does not prevent some unwanted situations, as when many rules match the same subgraph or when the processing path leads to a graph which cannot be further simplified (i.e. a set of nodes and connections not matching any rule in the grammar is left). Some heuristic rules, priorities for subgraphs and grammar rules or labels for the connections between symbols are added in order to provide the graph grammar resistant to such circumstances.
In general case, it is impossible to prevent the risk of the transformation of the graph into unsolvable one, or a need of backtracking. Therefore, a computational complexity of these algorithms is considered relatively high. On the other hand, for a special task of the recognition of the math expressions, a set of additional heuristic rules can be added to a graph grammar to ensure the straight transformation from the initial graph to the final one.
As the authors of [5] noticed, the most challenging tasks in this method are to build the initial graph and resolve ambiguities during the application of different grammar rules of the same formal priority. The construction of the initial graph builds a data structure, where nodes contain an information about symbols and their parameters, and edges contain data about spatial relations between particular symbols. Some, rather hard to define characteristics should be reached during this process:
-the graph containing too much information about spatial relations can generate more then one resultant equation in extreme cases,
-the graph with not enough edges can lack the information to reconstruct the structure of the equation at all.
To prevent a creation of false connections, a special algorithm should be used, which divides spatial neighbourhood into several discrete zones. This algorithm incorporates some habits of the traditional math notation, for example a left-to-right direction and a strong connection between symbols arranged horizontally. Then the initial graph is created as a result of the analysis of the symbols list. This data structure encodes symbols in the nodes and the spatial relations in the edges. It distinguishes eight directions on the plane and one additional type of connection "inner", used to describe a root expression.
Just before the creation of a new connection between a pair of symbols, the relation is checked against the black list associated with different connection classes. For example for the symbol of a summation (Sigma) the directions "top-left" and "bottom-left" are forbidden. The second criterion is based on the assumption, that symbols connected vertically are very close to each other for a standard left to right math notation, and only horizontal relations spread on further distances, mostly according to the direction of reading, i.e. to the right. Similar rules, taking additionally the font sizes of symbols into a consideration, were introduced in [2] .
The graph grammar used for processing the initial graph is a set of allowed translations from subgraphs into a single node representing the recognized part of the math expression. At this stage some problems with ambiguities of different grammar rules that match the same part of a graph appear. The proper sequence of the application of the rules can be ensured by adding context or weights (priority levels) to grammar rules. The transformation of the initial graph is a bottom-up process, which applies graph grammar rules to matching subgraphs and recalculates their connections. Then, the newly created node gets a text description of the recognized subexpression in L A T E X, MathML, math Braille and the internal representation used for the interactive preview of the equation (EQED). The final node contains the text description of the whole expression.
The graph grammar can be extended by some extra conditions needed for a rule to match a set of nodes. This additional context, derived from typographic principles for the math notation, makes the grammar a context-sensitive graph grammar [4] [5] . The rule of such a grammar translates a matching subgraph into a new node on condition, that restrictions assigned to it are fullfilled. Further improvements of the method described above were introduced by the authors of [3] . These improvements are based on the additional segmentation of the plane so as to avoid relations between too distant objects during the construction of the initial graph.
Another development of the graph grammar approach to math recognition is described in [6] . The most important difference is that an algorithm of OCR for individual symbols moves ambiguities onto a grammar level. Similarly to previous methods, the authors add the context to grammar rules that reduces ambiguities when different rules match the same subgraph in the same time. Moreover, spatial relations between nodes are strictly forbidden if a line connecting their centroids intersects a bounding box of a certain third node. This kind of additional condition is also mentioned in [12] .
At the stage of actual processing of the graph, the grammar rules are continuously applied to matching subgraphs. A subgraph found by grammar rule is replaced with a new node which substitutes all the inner parts of a subexpression. The rules are expanded by priorities to solve ambiguities when different rules match the same subgraph. The priorities origin from the ordinary precedence of math operators and also from sequence and importance of spatial relations between subexpressions (geometrical operators). The application of a given grammar rule joins bounding boxes of matching symbols into a new bounding box of the new node. All connections with other nodes can be recalculated for this new node, using the same rules and algorithms as for the initial graph.
The significant improvement of the graph grammar performance, in particular a reduction of backtracking during analysis of equivalent paths, is a geometrical test checking the bouding box of a new node ready to be produced as a product of the grammar rule. This test forbids the application of the rule if there is a part of the other (not involved in the rule) bounding box intersected with the new bounding box. We can call this test a "nothing inside" rule. It was slightly modified in some other implementations by taking into the consideration the centroids of the other symbols, instead of the whole bounding boxes. It is worthy to be mentioned, that similar tests were introduced in [12] , although the objects surrounding symbols were convex polygons, not rectangles. The next interesting extension to the presented recognition algorithm is described in [2] . Authors suggest sarching a minimal spanning tree over the initial weighted graph representing a structure of the recognized expression. The weights in the graph are defined by the probability of a certain interpretation of the spatial relation between symbols. The structure defined in this way is called a virtual link network.
The initial link network is a graph with symbols in the nodes and labels with costs on the edges. Each actual symbol can be represented by several nodes with different candidate symbols inside. On the other hand, each pair of symbols can be connected by many edges generated according to different possible spatial relations and their probabilities. The search for the minimal spanning tree has been optimized by choosing a subset of allowed spanning trees with the lowest total costs. The allowed spanning tree is that one, which does not break the rules of math notation seriously.
The total cost of chosen trees is recalculated using corrections derived from the whole structure of an expression. In this way we get the best candidate for the recognition result. The main advantage of this solution is a correction of local errors through the total cost of spanning tree assigned to given path of recognition. In the very beginning the virtual link network (i.e. the initial graph) consists of nodes that contain attributed symbols separated from input graphics with a probability of the recognition indicated. The egdes of the initial graph represent possible connections between symbols and they are defined by a type (child-parent relation), the direction and a cost estimating the uncertainty of the recognition of the relation. At this stage a heuristic optimization -the extra cost added for symbols at very unlikely positions -is applied.
In such a virtual link network, built from tuples (parent-candidate, child-candidate, label-direction, cost) the algorithm searches a limited number of allowed spanning trees with the lowest total costs. The costs attached to the edges are modified according to additional heuristic rules related to the font size in next steps. Finally, the spanning tree having the lowest total cost among all the candidates is chosen as a result of the structural recognition.
The Algorithm for the Structural Analysis of Mathematical Equations
The algorithm described in this section solves the task of an automatic recognition of the math equation given in a graphical form. The algorithm builds a huge data structure -a graph, where vertices represent separated symbols in the analysed expression and edges identify the spatial relations between vertices.
The main contribution in comparison with solutions published before is an intensive optimization of the graph-alike initial data structure. This is performed by many heuristic rules, based on experiments and investigations of literature sources dealing with mathematical notation. The initial graph prepared in this way contains almost only these spatial relations, which can be used later to reduce its complexity.
Rules in presented grammar are a formal representation of some subset from the common math notation. They can be easily expanded thanks to a modular project of the algorithm and test application. The rules are applied according to a system of priorities, such as natural arithmetic priorities, operators dominance and heuristic rules, for example "nothing inside" rule. At this level the algorithm works in a bottom-up manner, giving one final node (vertex) with a whole analysed expression encoded in four description linear languages (i.e. MathML, L A T E X, EQED and math Braille).
The main advantage of the solution described in the paper against the other ones from the literature sources, is a multilevel reduction of the initial graph before application of grammar rules. In this way we increase the efficiency and prevent the backtracking caused by misrecognitions due to ambiguities in the grammar rules system. Therefore, the algorithm is getting closer to a human interaction and perception, avoiding the problem of an interpretative expansion.
The identification and definition of many heuristic rules used practically during a typesetting of mathematical documents is one of the basic aspects of the presented solution. The second source of the knowledge in that matter is the thorough survey of literature sources. All these criteria are implemented in a modular way in the algorithm and the test application, giving the clear image of their importance, influence the recognition process and its quality, as well as the easiness of an exchange or modification.
In this way presented algorithm integrates and classifies the knowledge from many previous solutions, adds the requirement of the maximal reduction of the initial data structure, and introduces a novel output format -mathematical Braille dialect.
The Data Structure Describing the Analysed Expression
The automatic recognition of the structure of a math equation can be divided into several stages (Fig. 2): -a segmentation of raw input data (graphics) to obtain an attributed symbol list, with attributes as a bounding box and location coordinates,
-an identification of separated symbols with the use of external OCR library, evaluation of attributes dependant on a character recognition, as a font-face, centroid, size and style (bold, italic etc.), categorization of symbols,
-building an object list filled up with recognized and categorized symbols, -a creation of the list of connections describing spatial relations between elements of the objects list,
-initial pre-scanning of the connections list to remove redundant and extra connections by the use of some heuristic rules, -a construction of the graph grammar -a list of allowed rewritings of the graph,
-an iterative application of the graph grammar rules according to operator precedence, the operator dominance and "nothing inside" rule, -rewriting of the graph consisting of replacements of subgraphs matching grammar rules with expressions describing a result of the rule,
-an application of an additional grammar correcting potential errors made at the OCR stage,
-an export of the final textual representation of the recognized expression into one of the output formats, i.e. L A T E X, MathML, EQED, math Braille, -a post-processing control of the results by template matching. When the graph translation is finished, the data structure should contain only one final vertex filled by the textual representation of a whole recognized expression described in all output formats. The L A T E X standard can be used for professional typesetting, MathML is helpful for web presentations, EQED (Equation Wizard format) is used for a live visualization of recognized parts of the equation [11] .
The feature of an export to the mathematical subset of Braille language is very important for visually impaired users, who can print the output on a tactile printer or have it read with the use of Braille line. Such approach allows a creation of educational content for visually impaired people, authored by unfamiliar or uncomfortable with Braille language teachers [7] .
Moreover, the recognized and exported to math Braille equation can be saved and re-used in different publications. This cannot be achieved through the voice solutions. Math Braille can be also a base for individual notes or can be shared in the Internet as an enhancement of MathML notation [8] .
Lets summarize the basic steps of the recognition algorithm. It clearly divides the acquisition and segmentation level, OCR recognition, structure analysis through graph translations, error correcting and textual export levels.
The Identification and Optimization of the Connection Network During the Recognition Process
The next step of the recognition process after building the list of attributed symbols is an identification and categorisation of spatial relations between symbols. The type of the connection is determined by the relative placement of centroids of given symbols and denoted by an identifier taken from the set: ctUnknown, ctUp, ctDown, ctLeft, ctRight, ctUpLeft, ctDownLeft, ctUpRight, ctDownRight lub ctInner (which means a symbol placed within another one's bounding box).
The factor that is used to distinguish the different connection types is an angle of a line segment between centroids of analysed symbols. This is a novel solution which is more flexible then the one used before, when a division of the plane into rectangular sections was being incorporated. This approach is also closer to the natural, human and intuitive categorization. The only exception from the method described above is the category ctInner, which means that the whole bounding box of a destination symbol is contained by a bounding box of a source symbol. This category is also one-directional, because there is no possibility that symbols are additionally in opposite relation.
The connection list made this way constitutes a connected graph, but a number of connections is doubled and should be eliminated by the use of several heuristic rules. So, after the process of building a symbols list and their spatial relations is done, an optimization of data structures can begin. An optimization in this case means deleting the edges (connections) which do not fulfil heuristic rules, and moreover -deleting edges which cannot be used in any grammar rule.
The successful application of the first part of these criteria decreases the number of edges significantly and increases the efficiency of parsing grammar rules in this way. On the other hand, the second part makes the process of translation more readable for the human, but it does not influence the efficiency of the grammar parser. The heuristic rules called "distance pruning", "exclusion of doubled connections" and "only direct connections" can be defined by considering only parameters of a given object (node) and its connections. These rules are independent from any contextual information or inner textual representation inside the node. Therefore, they can be applied automatically for all nodes and connections in the initial data structure. After that process, the total amount of connections is generally reduced by about 75%, so we can say that data structure is reduced significantly. The rules described above never cause loss of information nor lead to disconnectivity of the graph. Fig. 4 . The "only direct connections" rule eliminates some useless connections between symbols (1), but it is inefficient in some other cases, especially when symbols are relatively far away from each other (2).
The "only direct connections" rule deletes a connection between symbols if a line connecting their centroids intersects the bounding box of another symbol. This rule eliminates connections between some kind of symbol pairs which are not in the neighbourhood relation, but no meaningful data about actual spatial relations is lost.
Next two rules eliminate connections built between too distant locations. They are called "distance pruning" and "exclusion of doubled connections". These rules lead to the analysis of only the nearest neighbourhood of the given math subexpression. The "exclusion of doubled connections" rule removes the connection between nodes, if there exists another connection of the same type from one of the given symbols to a certain third symbol, but on a shorter distance.
The "distance pruning" rule removes the connection between symbols if the distance of their centroids is much larger than the longer diagonal of their bounding boxes. This rule is not applicable for horizontal spatial relations. The size factor for bounding boxes depends on a typographical notation and extends from 1.5 to 2.0. This rule is the another one identical with a horizontal neighbourhood, natural for a common mathematical notation.
Graph Grammar Rules
The proper interpretation of the structure of a mathematical expression depends on the rules of the grammar. The rules are applied one by one according to priorities for every node (describing one separated symbol in the beginning and some subexpression during translation process). In the end the initial graph is reduced into one final node containing textual representation of the expression in four description languages. The grammar rule can be called "matching" when the category and the connection list of the node are equal to the parameters declared in the rule. If the connection types nad categories of target nodes also match, the algorithm checks if the rule can be applied in this particular context. Firstly, the heuristic rule "nothing inside" is checked. This rule forbids a graph grammar rule if its resultant bounding box would have bounding boxes of some other symbols placed within it.
In other words, "Nothing inside" eliminates the grammar rule in cases where orphan nodes would remain disconnected after collapsing a subexpression into a new bounding box. This heuristic rule defends from the creation of nodes with no edges linking to the rest of the expression, which leads straight to a disconnected graph and recognition failure finally.
If the grammar rule can be applied, the new object is created which is firstly filled with data according to the rule. Next, the bounding box for the new object is calculated and the textual representation of the node is generated basing on templates from the rule. In the next step the algorithm removes matching nodes and their connections, and attaches a new node to the global list.
In the end the spatial relations between the newly created node and the other ones are determined. An example of the grammar rule for an exponentiation (i.e. symbols connected by ctUpRight) can be described by the following pseudo-code: Obviously, the example above, as well as the next one, is somewhat simplified and should be treated as a draft of the grammar notation. The full specification of the rules contains more source and destination object types, and also additional fields, especially describing the execution priorities and templates for the other output languages (MathML and math Braille).
The following grammar rule describes a translation of the subgraph containing a root: As you can see, this rule requires a complex expression (ocExpr), small letter or digit/number inside radical sign, and a digit or number as a degree of the root.
There is a special notation developed in XML, which helps to describe grammar rules. Its advantages are the flexibility, ease of use and a possibility to edit by common user. The notation uses a tag <rule> with attributes corresponding to the fields in the pseudo-code above. The rule tag has a mandatory child called <conns> containing a list of connections allowed by a rule. Each connection is describied by a <conn> tag with attributes analogous to those used in the pseudo-code:
<rule name="sqrt" srcobjs="ocRadical" srcobjid="#NULL" prodtxt="\sqrt[#DEGREE]{#EXPR}" prodcat="ocExpr"> <conns> <conn type="ctInner" destobjs="ocDigit,ocNumber,ocSmall,ocExpr" destobjid="#EXPR"/> <conn type="ctUpLeft" destobjs="ocDigit,ocNumber" destobjid="#DEGREE"/> </conns> </rule>
The file with definition of the grammar is an essential part of the recognition system, but it can be modified at any time without a need for recompilation of the program engine. This significantly accelerates the development and debugging of a system.
A similar notation is used to describe a set of recognized symbols. It also contains a link to the source graphics. The tags are actually placed in the one-dimensional structure, but the xml origin helps to control attributes and a syntax correctness of the input file. The short example of this notation below describes a formula 2ab.
<equation src="2ab.bmp"> <symbol left="10" top="24" right="18" bottom="35" txtdesc="2" fontsize="12" /> <symbol left="20" top="28" right="28" bottom="35" txtdesc="a" fontsize="12" /> <symbol left="30" top="24" right="37" bottom="35" txtdesc="b" fontsize="12" /> </equation>
The full specification of the symbol notation contains two extra attributes fontstyle and fontname, which are used to distinguish symbols in Greek and the other special characters.
The Application of the Grammar Rules Driven By Priority Levels
In the one-dimensional environment of a computer language or linear mathematical notation (with parentheses or RPN 1 ), the precedence of operators is determined only by their arithmetic priority. The algorithm for computation of a result of the expression given in this way is widely used in compilers and spreadsheets. On the other hand, the two-dimensional mathematical notation is used only by the human and it is not ready for the automatic processing. The arithmetic priority of the operators is not enough in this case, because some operators are defined by spatial relations between subexpressions. This interferes the left to right arrangement of operands and operators.
The translation of the mathematical equation from a graphical form into a linear description language needs some extra "spatial" operators to handle the two-dimensional nature of the notation. There are some additional priority levels for such operators used by the described algorithm. Some specific examples are shown in Table 1 . The "nothing inside" heuristic rule controls the proper interpretation of roots and fractions. Moreover, the complex rules for integrals, limits etc. require their operands to be fully collapsed (i.e. without external connections). In this way the priority system forces the production of the grammar rules in a bottom-up manner.
The Test Application
The test application called MORE (Mathematics Optical Recognition Engine) is a Win32 native application designed for the popular MS Windows operating system.
The MORE test application is modular and divided according to the levels of the recognition algorithm described above. This approach allows to run a recognition engine in the step-by-step mode and compare the efficiency of different heuristic rules as well as compare the overall algorithm behaviour for the different data input. The expression to recognize is maintained in the application kernel as two global lists: objects (nodes) and connections (spatial relations), which create the developed graph-alike data structure.
Conclusions
Several dozen of mathematical expressions given in a graphical form were examined during experiments. There were samples scanned from handwritten documents, some exported from math editors, and also samples scanned from printed books among tested equations. The test files were different from each other considering proportions and sizes of symbols as well as typographic conventions. The best results of the recognition achieved the samples pre-typesetted in L A T E X and taken from printed books.
The possibility of the development of a web application processing printed or handwritten documents with complex mathematical notation embedded in them is one of the major advantages of the described algorithm. As a result of such an application one would get the digital math document ready to be indexed, published and converted to many different formats, especially math Braille language. So, the integration of MORE engine with http server is one of the main future development paths for this project.
Rola priorytetów i reguł heurystycznych w rozpoznawaniu struktury wzorów matematycznych Streszczenie W pracy przedstawiono algorytm automatycznego rozpoznawania struktury wzorów matematycznych zapisanych w postaci graficznej, wykorzystujący gramatykę grafową. Opisane zostały reguły heurystyczne stosowane w celu uproszczenia inicjalnej struktury danych, przykładowe reguły gramatyki oraz aplikacja testowa, pozwalająca na analizę procesu rozpoznawania w trybie krokowym. Szczególną uwagę poświęcono zagadnieniom związanym z systemem priorytetów i reguł heurystycznych pozwalających na efektywne przetwarzanie grafu opisującego rozpoznawane wyrażenie za pomocą reguł zdefiniowanej gramatyki.
Zastosowanie opisanego rozwiązania do przetwarzania stron internetowych oraz innych dokumentów zawierających wzory matematyczne osadzone w postaci graficznej pozwoli na indeksowanie, katalogowanie i wyszukiwanie ich treści, a także translację do formatów używanych przez osoby niepełnosprawne wzrokowo.
